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Grading for this assignment will be based on answer quality, logic / organization of the paper, and language and writing
skills, using the following rubric.


Points: 80 Assignment 6: VoIP Part 4 (Risk Register)


Criteria
Unacceptable


Below 70% F


Fair


70-79% C


Proficient


80-89% B


Exemplary


90-100% A


1. Explain risk
management and its
associated activities
and defend the need
for a risk management
plan.


Weight: 10%


Did not submit or
incompletely
explained risk
management and its
associated activities
and did not submit
or incompletely
defended the need
for a risk
management plan.


Partially explained
risk management
and its associated
activities and
partially defended
the need for a risk
management plan.


Satisfactorily
explained risk
management and
its associated
activities and
satisfactorily
defended the need
for a risk
management plan.


Thoroughly
explained risk
management and
its associated
activities and
thoroughly
defended the need
for a risk
management plan.


2. Describe the Delphi
technique used to
identify risks and infer
on types of projects
where this technique is
most accurate.


Weight: 10%


Did not submit or
incompletely
described the Delphi
technique used to
identify risks and did
not submit or
incompletely inferred
on types of projects
where this technique
is most accurate.


Partially described
the Delphi
technique used to
identify risks and
partially inferred on
types of projects
where this
technique is most
accurate.


Satisfactorily
described the
Delphi technique
used to identify
risks and
satisfactorily
inferred on types of
projects where this
technique is most
accurate.


Thoroughly
described the
Delphi technique
used to identify
risks and thoroughly
inferred on types of
projects where this
technique is most
accurate.


3. Examine the four (4)
types of risk response
(i.e., avoidance,
acceptance,
transference, and
mitigation) and
determine the
appropriate situation
where each should be
used.


Weight: 10%


Did not submit or
incompletely
examined the four
(4) types of risk
response and did
not submit or
incompletely
determined the
appropriate situation
where each should
be used.


Partially examined
the four (4) types of
risk response and
partially determined
the appropriate
situation where
each should be
used.


Satisfactorily
examined the four
(4) types of risk
response and
satisfactorily
determined the
appropriate
situation where
each should be
used.


Thoroughly
examined the four
(4) types of risk
response and
thoroughly
determined the
appropriate
situation where
each should be
used.


4. Complete the table
with the risk response
type (i.e., avoidance,
acceptance,
transference, and
mitigation) and a
description of the
response.


Weight: 15%


Did not submit or
incompletely
completed the table
with the risk
response type and a
description of the
response.


Partially completed
the table with the
risk response type
and a description of
the response.


Satisfactorily
completed the table
with the risk
response type and
a description of the
response.


Thoroughly
completed the table
with the risk
response type and
a description of the
response.


5. Create a decision
tree with the software
of your choice to
address risk number 6
of the provided
information.


Weight: 20%


Did not submit or


incompletely created
a decision tree with
the software of your
choice to address
risk number 6 of the
provided
information.


Partially created a
decision tree with
the software of your
choice to address
risk number 6 of the
provided
information.


Satisfactorily
created a decision
tree with the
software of your
choice to address
risk number 6 of the
provided
information.


Thoroughly created
a decision tree with
the software of your
choice to address
risk number 6 of the
provided
information.


6. Explain the
methodology utilized to
create a decision tree
and recommend the


Did not submit or
incompletely
explained the
methodology utilized


Partially explained
the methodology
utilized to create a
decision tree and


Satisfactorily
explained the
methodology
utilized to create a


Thoroughly
explained the
methodology
utilized to create a
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appropriate action to
take based on your
decision tree from
criterion 5.


Weight: 20%


to create a decision
tree and did not
submit or
incompletely
recommended the
appropriate action to
take based on your
decision tree from
criterion 5.


partially
recommended the
appropriate action
to take based on
your decision tree
from criterion 5.


decision tree and
satisfactorily
recommended the
appropriate action
to take based on
your decision tree
from criterion 5.


decision tree and
thoroughly
recommended the
appropriate action
to take based on
your decision tree
from criterion 5.


7. 2 references


Weight: 5%


No references
provided


Does not meet the
required number of
references; some or
all references poor
quality choices.


Meets number of
required references;
all references high
quality choices.


Exceeds number of
required references;
all references high
quality choices.


8. Clarity, writing
mechanics, and
formatting
requirements


Weight: 10%


More than 6 errors
present


5-6 errors present 3-4 errors present 0-2 errors present
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